Bold and beautiful

INSPIRATION Bold and beautiful

LUXURY CALLING
This award-winning home is a showcase of innovative design
and artistic blend of colours

“When planning
a space, create
clusters of seating
that encourage
people to socialise in
small groups. Also
think about how to
glamorise local
materials if you want
to incorporate them
into your home.”
- Cameron Woo,
Cameron Woo Design

LIVING (opposite page) The living area provides an engaging sensorial experience
with its rich textures and unique furnishings. Here is a palette of warm neutrals
and wood against a pale backdrop. Foyer Inspired by a Bulgari necklace, the
outstanding divider screen is made of materials including mother-of-pearl, rock
crystal, mirror and polished stainless steel. Matched with the warm palette, it gives
the space a welcoming ambience. MASTER BEDROOM This home is big on
nature and exotic patterns. In addition to floral patterns, the rug features amplified
ikat patterns that result in a contemporary look. Greys blend with brown hues in
the master bedroom. BEDROOM Customised furniture pieces tie in perfectly with
the colours in this space. The light and dark pink and purple hues on the walls are
reflected in the customised rug. With mood lighting, the ambience is sensuous and
relaxing.

The owner’s requirement was only for her home to be “stunning”, and
that’s what it turned out to be after Cameron Woo Design completed it.
The apartment also won the award for World’s Best Interior Design at the
International Property Awards 2013/2014. A lush combination of colours and
textures, dramatic design features anchor the overall design concept.
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DULUX Impressionist Taupe 70RR 41/065 DULUX Christopher’s cuddle 70RR 10/140
Disclaimer: *Colours shown in the interior image may vary from actual paint colour due to difference in lighting in photographs and printing.

